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Recall
- Security definitions of MAC- cma, strong cma

- Construction from PRF

- Domain Extension: How to find a tag for long message

- One-time Information-theoretic MAC

o Definition

o Construction pairwise independent functions (PUFs)



Today’s Goal

- Authenticated Encryption (AE)

o Construction of AE from- cpa-secure SKE + scma-secure MAC
o Proof

- Looking back and ahead



AE: Hybrid of SKE and MAC
SKE MAC

q Privacy q Integrity & Authentication
q Not necessarily provide integrity and 

authentication;

>> easy to come of with a valid ciphertext
>> easy to manipulate known ciphertext

q Not necessarily provide privacy;

>> Easy to distinguish tags of two different messages

Jonathan Katz, Moti Yung:
Unforgeable Encryption and Chosen Ciphertext
Secure Modes of Operation. FSE 2000: 284-299

Mihir Bellare, Chanathip Namprempre:
Authenticated Encryption: Relations among Notions 
and Analysis of the Generic Composition Paradigm.
ASIACRYPT 2000: 531-545

Authenticated Encryption

http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/y/Yung:Moti
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/fse/fse2000.html
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/n/Namprempre:Chanathip
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/asiacrypt/asiacrypt2000.html


Authenticated Encryption

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) is an authenticated encryption if

- P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) is cpa-secure  AND

- P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) has ciphertext integrity (hard to come up with a ciphertext
that has valid decryption even after sufficient training )

Open channel
AE

Secure & Authenticated channel



Ciphertext Integrity Experiment 

P = (Gen, Enc, Dec)Experiment CiIn (n)
A, P

I can forge P

PPT Attacker A

Let me verify Gen(1n)

k

Encryption Oracle

message

Encryption

Q = {c1, …, ct}
Ciphertext c

Deck(c) = m ¹ ^

c Ï Q
and

1

Deck(c) = m = ^

c Î Q
or

0

P Has ciphertext intigrity if for every PPT A:

negl(n)Pr CiIn (n)
A, P

£

game output 



Attempt I (Encrypt-and-Authenticate)
q Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respectively domain 
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Ø Not necessarily --- a secure MAC not necessarily preserves the privacy of m
Ø Ex: a MAC may always output the first two bits of m as the first two bits of MAC tag

q This approach used in SSH --- does this guarantee authenticated encryption ?In general this approach is not 
recommended

Attempt I (Encrypt-and-Authenticate)

q Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respectively domain 
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Attempt II (Authenticate-then-Encrypt)
q Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respective domain 
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Ø Unfortunately the above approach does not always lead to an authenticated cipher
v There exists an instantiation of PE which is cpa-secure and which when combined with 

any MAC using the above approach does not lead to an authenticated cipher

q This approach used in SSL --- does this guarantee authenticated encryption ?

v CBC-mode of encryption + MAC using above approach ® authenticated encryption
v Security of this approach depends upon the underlying instantiation of PE

In general this approach is not 
recommended

Attempt II (Authenticate-then-Encrypt)
q Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respective domain 
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Attempt III (Encrypt-then-Authenticate)
q Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respectively domain 
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q This approach used in IPSec --- does this guarantee authenticated encryption ?

Ø Fortunately this approach always lead to an AE, irrespective of how PE and PM are 
instantiated

Attempt III (Encrypt-then-Authenticate)
q Let Let PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

Ø Algorithm Gen in both PE and PM selects a random key from the respectively domain 



AE: Encrypt then Authenticate
PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

P’ = (Gen’, Enc’, Dec’): authenticated encryption

Dec’(c, t) ^ if VrfykM(c) = 0

kE

kM

Else m:= DeckE(c)
Gen’1n kE ÎR {0, 1}n

kM ÎR {0, 1}n Enc’
m c ¬ EnckE(m)

kE

kM

t ¬ MackM(c)

Lemma: If PE is cpa-secure then P is cpa-secure.
APE AP

kE kM

ti ¬ MackM(ci)

m0, m1m0, m1

c* ¬ EnckE(mb)

t* ¬ MackM(c*)

(c*, t*)

ti ¬ MackM(ci) b’b’

Non-negligible advantageNon-negligible advantage

Training PhaseTraining Phase

Training PhaseTraining Phase

cpa game for Pcpa game for PE



AE: Encrypt then Authenticate
PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC

P’ = (Gen’, Enc’, Dec’): authenticated encryption

Dec’(c, t) ^ if VrfykM(c) = 0

kE

kM

Else m:= DeckE(c)
Gen’1n kE ÎR {0, 1}n

kM ÎR {0, 1}n Enc’
m c ¬ EnckE(m)

kE

kM

t ¬ MackM(c)

Lemma: If PE is scma-secure then P has ciphertext integrity.
APM AP

kM kE

ci ¬ EnckE(mi)

(c*, t*) (c*, t*)

Non-negligible advantageNon-negligible advantage

Training PhaseTraining Phase

CiIn game for Pscma game PM

(c*, t*)  Ï {(c1, t1), …, (cq, tq)} 
and is a valid forgery

(c*, t*)  Ï {(c1, t1), …, (cq, tq)} 
and Dec’kM, kE(c*, t*) = 1

Food for thought: 

Does a similar 

reduction hold for 

authenticate-then-

encrypt??



Need for Independent Keys

PE  : To encrypt m Î {0, 1}n/2, select a random r Î {0, 1}n/2 and output c ¬ Fk(m || r).

cca-secure !!

PM  :To authenticate c Î {0, 1}n, output tag t := Fk-1(c)
F is a PRP then so is F-1

scma-secure

q Assume kE = kM = k ?

- Enc’k(m) = Mack(Enck(m)) = Fk-1(Fk(m || r)) = m || r

q Does this mean that Encrypt-then-authenticate approach is insecure ?

No it is secure provided the encryption 
and MAC keys are independent

PE = (Enc, Dec) be a cpa-secure SKE and PM = (Mac, Vrfy) be a scma-secure MAC
P’ = (Gen’, Enc’, Dec’): authenticated encryption

Dec’(c, t) ^ if VrfykM(c) = 0

kE

kM

Else m:= DeckE(c)
Gen’1n kE ÎR {0, 1}n

kM ÎR {0, 1}n Enc’
m c ¬ EnckE(m)

kE

kM

t ¬ MackM(c)

F: SPRP





Looking Back & Forward

Perfect Security

Computational Security
Ind / Sem Paradigm

coa-security PRG

cpa-security PRF

cca-security

Authenticated 
Encryption

Classical SKEs

Dual Limitations

MACs

cma/scma-security PRF



Minicrypt

OWF

PRG

PRF

Secret Key World: SKE, MAC

(1)

(2)(3)(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

COA SKE
CPA SKE
(S)CMA MAC

AE, CCA SKE

From Number Theory

> These results have profound theoretical value! 
> Direct Constructions From Number Theory
> Only the practical construction from 
stream ciphers/ AES are used in practice



Roadmap

OWF/P f

PRG: G: {0,1}n → {0,1}poly(n)

PRF

OWF/P  g, hc

PRG G: {0,1}n → {0,1}n+1



One-Way Functions (OWF)
q Functions that are easy to compute but “difficult” to invert (almost-always)

{0, 1}* {0, 1}*

f: {0, 1}* ® {0, 1}*



One-Way Functions (OWF)

{0, 1}* {0, 1}*

y = f(x)

x Î {0, 1}*

Easy task: 
Polynomial in 
|input|



One-Way Functions (OWF)

{0, 1}* {0, 1}*

x = f-1(y)

Difficult task

y Î {0, 1}*



The Inverting Experiment
Experiment Invert       (n)A, f

f: {0, 1}* ® {0, 1}*

I can invert f on 
any input

PPT A(1n)

Let me verify

x Î
R {0, 1} n

y = f(x)

x’
A’s guess about pre-image of y

Game Outputf(x’) = y

1 --- A won

f(x’) ¹ y
0 --- A lost

- A need not have to find the original x to win the game --- sufficient to find one pre-image



OWF: Mathematical Formulation

Function f is a OWF if the following two conditions hold :

{0, 1}* {0, 1}*

f: {0, 1}* ® {0, 1}*

- Easy to compute: for every x Î {0, 1}*, f(x) can be computed in poly(|x|) times

- Hard to Invert: For every PPT algorithm A, there is a negligible function negl() :

negl(n)Pr Invert      (n)
A, f

= 1 £ » Pr [ A(f(x), 1n) Î f-1(f(x))] £ negl(n)
x ¬ {0, 1}n

q OWF does not exist in the realm of unbounded powerful adversary. 

- Any function is invertible in principle given enough time/computational power. 

- The assumption of existence of OWF is about computational hardness. 



Functions that are not one-way (non-OWFs) 
negl(n)Pr Invert      (n)

A, f
= 1 £ » Pr [ A(f(x), 1n) Î f-1(f(x))] £ negl(n)

x ¬ {0, 1}n

For a function to be non-OWF, there should exist an A, p(n) s.t

Example I: Consider f s.t.

Example II: f(x, y) = x. y, where x, y Î N 

xy: even → (2, xy/2) is a pre-image)
Pr [ A(f(x, y), 1n) Î f-1(f(x, y))]
x, y ¬ {0,1}n/2

Pr [ A(f(x), 1n) Î f-1(f(x))] ≥ 1/p(n) for infinite many n’s
x ¬ {0, 1}n

f is not one-way

f is not one-way

Example III: f(x) = x1x2……xn-1, where x Î {0,1}n f is not one-way

Pr [ A(f(x), 1n) Î f-1(f(x))]
x ¬ {0, 1}n

> 1/n10   when n is even
£ negl(n) when n is odd

Pr [ A(f(x), 1n) Î f-1(f(x))] = 1/2
x ¬ {0, 1}n

³ 3/4 





Authenticated Encryption

q But how do we define such security of such a primitive ?

q Way out: try to capture secrecy and authenticity/integrity separately in the definition

For secrecy, we demand CPA security: no PPT attacker should  be able to non-negligibly 
distinguish between encryption of two messages of its choice, even if it has access to 
encryption oracle service

For integrity/authentication, we demand something similar to strong cma-security for MAC. 
No PPT attacker can come up with a valid ciphertext for ANY message). Implies if receiver 
has received a valid ciphertext that it is THE ciphertext sent by the sender.  

q Let P = (Gen, Enc, Dec) be a SKE. Intuitively we demand the following secrecy and 
integrity property to be satisfied by P to qualify it as an AE scheme :

v Modeled via a new experiment which exactly captures the above --- CiIn

P is an authenticated encryption scheme 
if no PPT attacker is able to non-
negligibly win the CPA-experiment and 
CiIn experiment with respect to P

Open channel
AE

Secure & Authenticated channel

>> Ci-In is similar in spirit of Mac-sforge

>> We need to introduce new game and definition 
since MAC and SKE has different sintax



Different Definitions of AE

Definition 1

> cca Security 

> Weak Ciphertext Intigrity / 
Unforgeability (the adversary cannot come 
up with a ciphertext for a message that 
he has not queried before).

Does not rule out the adversary’s ability 
to come up with a valid ciphertext for a 
message that he has queried before

Definition 2 (KL)

> cpa Security 

> Ciphertext Integrity (the adversary 
cannot come up with a valid ciphertext
for ANY message).

Implies if receiver has received a valid 
ciphertext that it is THE ciphertext
sent by the sender.  

> cca Security Implication is Explicit > cca Security Implication is NOT Explicit 
and trivial– Needs a proof 

CT14 (for two): Authenticate-then-encrypt approach instantiated with cpa-secure SKE 
and cma-secure MAC yields a cpa-secure scheme with WEAK ciphertext integrity. 

CT15 (for two): F: SPRP, m: n/2 bits, k= n-bits, c = Fk(m||r), r: n/2 bit random string. Prove 
cca-security. Prove that it is not secure according to Definition 2 of AE.


